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Wow! 

Hey! Do you know where you’re standing? 

This is our pure land, our Vajrasattva pure land. Nothing’s missing here. We have the five 

elements—the five dakinis. We have the dakas and dakinis of all phenomena, continuously. 

They don’t come and go, wishy-washy or go-go style. No, no. They are really here with us, 

continuously appearing. Like ocean waves, moving and moving but actually they never go 

someplace else.  

You think you are alone? No, no. All the buddhas and dakinis are here with you! 

This is Vajrasattva’s pure land, or if that’s too small, this is five pure lands, too. Same, same. 

Nothing’s crowded. The pure land is not uptight or constipated like your brain. It is very 

openness. 

You think outside everything is Vajrasattva but your own poisons are something different? Oh, 

maybe you are right! Oh, dammit! Then you have a big problem! [He laughs.] Don’t talk about it, 

okay? So embarrassing, your own secret things!  

Give me a break! You think you are going to disturb Vajrasattva? Good luck! You just disturb 

your own brain, more and more and more. That’s okay, though. We are used to being there. 

Sort of hiding, and we don’t know which way to go.  

Actually, where are you gonna go? Calm down! 

No, no. Not that way, this piece and that piece, outer piece and inner piece, this one pure and 

that one not pure. Pure land means outer, inner, both. It is not that Vajrasattva is here but not 

there. Hey! He is Vajrasattva! ‘Vajra’ and ‘sattva’ mean primordially, unbreakably, unshakably. 

That means already there, your own nature. Do you need a different one? 

Hey, do you think you are going to get it somewhere? The pure land is where? Where are you 

going to get it? What is there?  

If a fire comes, can that burn it up? No. If a mountain comes falling down, can it destroy it? No. 

Do you think it’s made of sticks and stones like this [he knocks on his table]? Some special 

diamonds or gold maybe? Do you need to go find it, chase it, steal it? Can you buy it? Do you 

need a ticket and passport to go there? Lots of papers? No.  
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Actually, your passport is your own eye, your own mind. You need to open your eye. Your 

ticket, you have it. You need to practice, dammit! Otherwise you are just holding your ticket, 

useless! 

That’s it! 

Tashi Delek! 

-Gyatrul 


